Job Opening |P.E Teacher (female)
POSITION: P.E. Teacher – Part-time
REPORTS TO: Principal

SUMMARY:
The P.E. Teacher is responsible for organizing activities and challenges that promote physical
activity among children and young adults from kindergarten to high school. Like all instructors,
PE teachers must have strong speaking and listening skills. Besides being knowledgeable about
an activity, they need to be able to communicate and demonstrate it properly. In addition to
students, you will interact with parents, other teachers and school administrators.

REQUIREMENTS:










Enjoy and possess reasonable skills in a wide range of physical activities
Bachelor’s degree
Prior experience of holding sports competitions
Physically fit
Excellent verbal and written communication skills in English
Demonstrate enthusiasm and patience
Ability to plan and prepare lessons integrating students' physical needs, apprehensions,
and challenges in mind.
Computer skills
A commitment to the mission and core values of Al-Hadi School of Accelerative
Learning

DUTIES:
Coach students and organize intra school sports and arrange inter school
sports competitions.

Elementary:





Help students explore both indoor and outdoor physical activities
Focus on developing students' coordination, agility, and teamwork skills
Instill confidence and an appreciation of physical activity in students
Empower students with the skills to develop resilience and patience






Help students discover elements of their personal identity
Impart to students the skills and knowledge to enjoy a healthy lifestyle
Help students understand the concepts behind physical safety
Help students develop an understanding of their own strengths and weaknesses

Middle & High School:










Help students explore both indoor and outdoor physical activities
Help students play variations of sports to improve practice and game play
Teach students how to plan a strategic game play
Teach students how to demonstrate fair play
Empower students to be leaders in games and sports
Help students understand the consequence of unhealthy choices and lifestyles
Teach students about personal safety and injury prevention during sports and at the
workplace
Teach students the muscle competent needed to engage in many different physical
activities
Help students understand the concepts behind physical safety

*Perform other duties as may be assigned by the Principal.

